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1. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET FOR 1951: Item 18 of the Agenda (Official Records
No. 23, 26, para 2, item 4; Documents A3/47, A3/48, A3/74, A3/87,

A3/AFL/3, A3 /AFL /23, A3 /Prog /8 Rev.l, A3/Prog/19 and Add.1) (Conta u.tion)

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the committee should distinguish.between what

procedure should bd proposed to the next Assembly and the question of the

budget and programme for 1951.

The discussion on the latter had opened as far back as 12 May. Hitherto

the committee had :confined itself to,considerati -ns of procedure and to certain

details of the subject.. That was probably due to the absence of a proper

basis for comparison with the years 1949 -50, to the realization of the fact

that the Standing Committee..on.Adminhistration and Finance had still much to

do in its study of the functiening"of the.0rganiz t.on; and that the external

auditor had very carefully examined the expenditure of the Organization.

In the circumstances, therefore, he proposed that the committee should

proceed to adopt the budget for 1951as; proposed by the Board, and make

recommendations to the Boàrd 'on points vahieh it :wished . ,the. latter to take

into account when considering the programme in the light of the reduced

ceiling of expenditure

He further recommended the setting -up of a small drafting committee

composed of the United Kingdom, Ireland and France, to frame the committee's

recommendations, and as there were no objections, he assumed that the

committee was in agreement.

He then asked the members of the committee to formulate their general

observations, before proceeding to take each part of the budget separately.
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Dr. BJORNSSON (Norway) believed that since the estimates could not be more

than approximations, many of them were stated in too much detail and proposed that

in the future and perhaps even for the 1951 budget, such figures should be rounded

off to the nearest :100 or.(500, as was convenient,

Ir. SIEGEL, Secretary, confirmed that it would be pa.isible and perhaps

advantageous for the Secretariat to comply with that. suggestion. On the other

hand, it should be pointed out that the budget estimates were calculated figures,

based, in some instances, on precise data, and in others, on averages with the

result that the í:i.gures could not be rounded off without upsetting the calcula-

tions

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) noted that the estimated expenditure on personal

services, personal allowances and travel accounted for approximately 72% of the

budget. Although expenditure on personal services in an international organiza-

tion was naturally relatively high, such a percentage would nevertheless provide

material for the critics. It was consequently a point which might conveniently

be more closely considered by the Executl-Je Board.

The SECRETARY submitted that the reason for such a high percentage was that

' WHO was an organization which essentially provided services. In fact, there was

very little provision in the budget for supplies to governments, the latter being

mainly furnished by UNICEF. An international organization was more costly to

run than a national organization of a similar character, because of its world -wide

scope and activities involving amon- other things higher expenditure on travel.

There were also certain personal allowances not to be found in the budget cf a

national organization. WHO followed the practice of the United Nations and other

international organizations, in regard to its system of pay and allowances.
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Mr. HILL (Australia) made three general points. First, whilst his delega-

tion appreciated the importance of publications and had noted with considerable

interest the comments of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance with

regard to the sale of publications (Official Records No. 26, paragraph 43)s it

considered a recommendation should be made for the extension of the sales oxgani-

nation, with a view to reducing the nett loss to the Organization on that item.

Secondly, the policy of decentralization through the establishment of regional

offices and committees should lead to some decrease in Headquarters expenses and,

as a consequence, should not involve a large increase in the overall: expenditure

of. the Organization,. His delegation, therefore, felt that the standing commi-

ttee, when next examining the budget, might give consideration to the question of 11

the reduction of expenditure at Headquarters which should resu-. from the Assemblyts

decisions on decentralization, Thirdly, it seemed, from perusal. of 'pages 30 -33

of Official Records No 26, that the Organization was becoming top -heavy because

of a disproportionate increase in the number of higher graded pob..b which might

lead to budgetary difficulties and a decline in efficiency. He would, therefore,

suggest that the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance should further

examine the need for and possibility of achieving a better balance between the

higher graded and lower 'graded low:

Dr. GEAR, representing the Execptive Board, assured the committee that,

whereas the three questions raised by the delegate of Australia had already had

very careful consideration by the Executive Board and its standing committee, these

two bodies would continue to examine them attentively.

Al
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The CHAIRMAN proposed that it be left to the drafting committee to call

the attention of the Executive i_oard to the remarks made by the delegates of

Australia and the United Kingdom, as --ell as to those that had been made on

the previous day, and to ask the Loard to take them into consideration when

examining the expenditure level for 1951.

Mr. COTE (Canada). referred to the estimated level of expenditure for the

Division of Co- ordination of Planning and Liaison at $113,101, and for the

Office of Conference and General Services at $153,232, as given on page 10 of

document A3 /Prog/19. These two items accounted for approximately 25Ç of the

total estimated expenditure of $970,0414.. He recalled that the committee had

been informed that the Division of Co- ordination of Planning and Liaison did

not contribute in any way to the directives given with regard to the work of

the Organization, and wondered whether the Division of Conference and General

Services could not be absorbed.in the United Nations Division of Conference

and General Services, or whether some means could not be found of effecting

savings in both these divisions. O

The SECRE'T'ARY undérstood the enquiry of the delegate of Canada to

resolve itself into three questions: (a) what. were the functions of the

Division of Co- ordination, Planning and Liaison? (b) how was that division

related to the Office of Conference and General Services? (c) what part of

the latter's functions could be carried out by the European Office of the

United Nations?
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The practice had been to have as many services as practicable carried

out by the European Office of the United Nations. It vou)_d be noted that the

staff of the Office of Conference and General Services was only 42. If WHO

were self- sufficient in that respect and by comparison iith other specialized

agencies, that figure would be somehere between 200 and 250. The arrangement

with the United Nations ma6e for efficiency, but only in a small way for

financial economy, since the only real saving --ras in supervisory staff. The

Secretariat had ex)lored the matter very thoroughly, believed that improvements

were stil?_possible and was pursuing study of the question.

In detailing the work of the various sections of the Office of Conference

and General Services the Secretary demonstrated that none of the staff handled

co- ordination of planning and liaison.

With regard to the functions of the Division of Co- ordination of Planning

and Liaison, he called the attention of the committee to Annex 7 of Official

Records No. 26, and particularly to pages 60 and 61, where an indication was

given of the work load by major functions and the time spent on major functions

in 1949.

Mr. COTT(Canada) while thanking the Secretary for his lucid explanation,

felt that the figures were still not quite clear, On an estimated expenditure

of X7, 300, 000, Conference and General Services was estimated at/200,000,

whereas on an expenditure of $6,300,000, the figure allocated to Conference

and General Services ras $150,000, which meant a reduction of some 2%,
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His main concern was to ascertain where the necessary cuts could most appro-

priately be applied. It rould probably not be possible to do so on a logical

basis, and the time might come when the committee would have to effect the cut

of $500,000 "across the'board ", say, x$350,000 under part 2 and $150,000 under

parts 1 and 3 of the budget. He was anxious that his delegation should not

be prevented at a later stage from putting forward such a rectmmendation.

The SECRETARY called attention to page 220 of Official Records No. 23

where a detailed analysis of the workload of the Office of Conference and

General Services staff was given. The question of workload had been given

due consideration by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance and

their observations (Official Records No. 26) page 21,paragraph 183) were very

mach to the point. The question of staffing requirements and workload could

not be resolved with any degree of certainty until the Organization had had

additional experience. A percentage cut "across the board" as suggested by

the delegate Of Canada might be an expedient but it must inevitably be detri-

mental to the efficie cy'of.the Organization. If conference and general

services were not made available when, where and to.the extent required by the

technical' services, the latter could not properly perform. their work.

As for the enquiry of the delegate of Canada.. relating to home leave, the

difference of the cost of Conference and General Services on the .basis of the

two levels of expenditure would be ,$50,000, representing an increase of 33 ,a,

whereas the increase in the number of staff required would only be 21 %. The

higher increase of cost as Compared with staff was largely accounted for by

the factor of home leave which would be heavier in 1951 than in 1950. The

position was fully analysed and explained in the introduction to the budget.
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M. FOESSEL (France) said his delegation had noted from an examination

of document >B5/97, that there was an item of $135,565 for purchase of

supplies, would like some explanation of it and wondered if it could not be

spread over a period of several years. His delegation also wished to Iaiow

whether the Executive Board had given further consideration to the suggestion

made by the delegation of France at the Seçond Health Assembly to the effect

that medical supplies and equipment furnished to governments might be paid

for in local currencies, the sums thus acquired being used for expenses of

demonstration or other teams in the countries concerned. He would also be

glad to have details of the item described as "Other Services" which amounted

to 0172,000 in the budget estimates for 1951.

The SECRETARY paid the committee would find a reference to services other

than personal services in OffiRial Records No. 23, pages 221. -226. As for the

question of supplies, they were of two sorts - administrative and programme.

The latter covered the needs of advisory and demonstration teams and were

relatively small since 'UNICEF provided most of them. There was also an

any9unt of A15,800 for medical supplies to governments on request, which was

reimbursable, and a small amount for the acquisition of capital assets.

Administrative supplies covered the requirements at-Headquarters, regional

offices, other offices, such as Copenhagen and Sin;apore and meetings of

the Assembly, the Executive Board, and expert committees.
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Paragraphs 6 and 7 of the jppropriation Resolution provided that non-

expendable equipment left in a country after a demonstration team had completed

its work, should be reimbursed by governments, and those reimbursements

could be in their own currency. Expendable supplies and materials used in

e o,iaex4on with demonstration teams were reimbursable by governments willing

to do so, and in their own currency.

With regard to the final question of the delegate of France, the Secretary

quoted the definition of "other contractual services" from the manual of codes.

Mr. COTE (Canada) was not at all in favour of a broad percentage cut.

However, there was still no indication as .to whether the Committee on

Programme would change its mind with regard to the supplementary programme of

6500,000. If the latter were not to be carried out, there was of course no

question of a cut "across the beard ". At the same time, such a reduction in

programme might conceivably be followed by a corresponding reduction in

administrative services.

He was not clear as to how the question of home leave affected the issue.

The CHAIRIAN intimated that the Chairman of the Committee on Programme

had informed him that his committee would be considering eat afternoon which

parts of the programme could be eliminated, so that it would not have to ask

for more money than was provided under Part II of the budget.

The SECRETARY believed that the Chairman had answered the main point

made by the delegate of Canada. The Joint meeting of the two committees
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had had before it the figures for the three parts of the budget, based on a

budget ceiling of 0,300,000, and likewise approximate figures based on an

effective expenditure of 0,300,000. A contraction of programme did not

necessarily mean a corresponding reduction in administrative costs árid

expansion did not necessarily mean a corresponding increase in administrative

costs. In the very nature of things, there was an irreducible minimum for

administrative services and it was believed that the Organization was at

that level. Of the budget of 0,300,000 an amount of $5,5 ,38,000 would be

available for Part II. The Committee on Programme had provisionally in-

creased Part II by 6500,000 but no corresponding, increase had been provided

in the administrative services. In his view, therefore, there was no

question of a reduction of administrative services, since there had been no

increase therein.

With regard to home leave, the delegate of.Canada had referred to the

difference of 00,000 in the cost of Conference and General Services as

between the two expenditure levels of ;6,300,000 and 0,300,000. That

represented an increase of 33 in expenditure, whereas the corresponding

increase in staff would be only 212 %. One of the chief contributing causes

of that percentage difference was the heavy item of home leave in 1951.

Dr, GONZALEZ (Venezuela) did not understand what the Secretary meant

when he said that the committee was not concerned with the reduction of t#be

expenditure of the Organization, as it was for the Committee on Programme t,

fit programme to available funds. He believed thstthe Committee on

Programme would welcome a reduction in administrative expenditure under
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Parts I and III of the budget, thus making a larger sum available for Part

II.

Dr. TABA (Iran) asked if he was correct'in assuming that reductions in

expenditure would be made only under Parts I and III of the budget. That, he

the correct action to take, and would be acceptable to all

delegations, In his view, the committee in its recommendations should provide

guidance to the Executive Board and the Director-General, as suggested in

document A3/Prog/19, p 'we 3 and the programme as arranged by the Committee on

Programme should be proceeded with'unaltered.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) said that a very important principle

appeared to have been overlooked by many delegates, namely, the inter -

dependence of programme and administrative expenses, Since the operation of

programmes created administrative expenses, it was obviously impossible to

increase the amount to be spent on programme while reducing that to be spent

on administration. If there were any criticism of the administrative ma-

chinery, the correct thing was to study its efficiency, but this had already

been done by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance. It was

entirel; impracticable to reduce administrative expenses without being sure

that this would not reduce efficiency,

The CHAIRMAN recalled that he had proposed at the beginning Of the meeting

that the programme should be adopted as a whole, but that the- committee should

give the . ,ecutive Board some indication of where to make cuts which were

necessary to bring it in line with the expenditure ceiling, and the wording

should be left to the drafting committee.
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Dr. BJQIRNSSON (Norway) referring to the proposal made by the delegate of Iran,

asked whether all administrative services were provided for under Part III of the

Budget, or whether any administrative personnel were included in Part II.

The SECRETARY said that the reply to this question would depend en the inter-

pretation of "administrative services ". Part III of the Budget was based on the

definition of administrative services adopted for use in VHO by the Executive

Board at its third session. Included in this section were the Office cf the

Director -General, the Division of Cc- ordination of Planning and Liaison, Public

Information activity, and Administration and Finance which contained Legal Office,

Internal Audit, Personnel, Budget, Finance and Accounts, Management and Conferences

and General Services. Part 2I included staff engaged in the Departments f

Technical Services and Advisory Services at Headquarters, regional offices and in

the field. The breakdown was given in document A3 /Prog /19.

There being no further speakers in the general discussion, the CHAIRMAN

suggested the consideration of the Appropriation Resolution.

Appropriation Resolution

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the committee had already approved the appropriation

resolution (Official Records No 23, pages 20 and 21) without figures, and it was

now necessary to agree on the figures to be inserted. The amounts recommended by

the joint meeting cf the Committees on Programme and Administration, Finance and

Legal Matters (A3 /Prog /19, page 5) were considered, The SECRETARY said that the

words "and conferences" should be added t. section 7 cf the appr;:priaticn resolution

to cover the special conference to be held in 1951, which had been included in

relative figure.
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Dr. TABA (Iran) considered that his question had not yet been answered Since

the drafting committee's functions were mainly editorial, they would need a

directive from the. committee.

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the delegate of Iran wished to re -open discussion.

Dr. TABA (Iran) proposed that the - committee should recommend an equal cut in

all three parts of. the programme, and the : CHAIRMO put the proposal to the committee.

Mr. C(.:TE (Canada) wag. not clear whether it was proposed to amend the

appropriation resolution:.: In. his opinion, since there were two budgets, a'paper"

budget and an actual one it was clearly the ccmmitteels duty to make recommenda cm .

to the Director - General for effecting the necessary reductions to meet the

expenditure level.

The CHAIRMAN said that since by item 6 of the resolution.menticned in docu-

ment A3 /'AFL /4, the Third World Héálth; Assembly had auth rized the Executive Board

to amend the expenditure level to meet any possible change in circumstances, he

had suggested that the'drafting committee should prepare a directive for the

guidance of the Executive.Board in the light of discussion at the present committee.

This would have nó effect.on the appropriation resolution.

The SECRETARY said that although the Organization would be operating on a

slightly higher expenditure level in 1951 than 1950, the 1951 programme would be

affected by the reductions necessary in 1950, since it would include activities

already started in that year. He presumed that any necessary deductions would

be dealt with by the Director- General in consultation with the Executive Board.
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14th regard to the observations of the delegate of Iran, he considered a

straight percentage reduction on the three parts cf the budget as suggested would

be most unfortunate. It, would beimpcssible to make any reductions in Part I cf

the budget unless it were decided either to have no meeting of the ù.crld Health

Assembly in 1951, or to reduce the meetings of the Exeeutiv2 Beard r regional

committees in that year. The Committee on Programme was at present considering

the question of holding a special meeting to deal with sanitary regulations during

the four weeks preceding the Assembly, and the resulting increase of fi21,000 in

Part I would have to be met in some other way.

titiith regard to administrative services, the matter had already been discussed

at some length. He recalled that in'the opinion of the Secretariat and of the

Executive Board through its standing committee, that item stood at the irreducible

minimum at the present time. There was no question of an increase in the staff

of administrative services from the present level. It was therefore quite

unrealistic to consider transferring amounts from Part III to other parts of the

budget.

Dr. Tax (Iran) while sympathizing with the difficulties expressed by the

Secretary emphasized the duty cf the committee to give guidance to the Director -

General and the Executive Board. He could not agree that the necessary reduction

must all come farm Part II of the budget which represented the most important part

of I+HO's work; in fact his proposal had been made expressly to prey this.
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Dr. BJORNSSON (Norway) suggested that since the Executive Board had already

been authorized to adjust the level of expenditure, the present discussion was

out of order unless it were desired to reverse that decision and this would

require a twe- .thirds majority vote by the Assembly,

The CHAIRMAN' repeated that the present discussions were only intended to

prepare the recommendations to the drafting committee and should be limited to

that object.

Mr, HILL (Australia) expressed sympathy with the remarks of the delegate of

Iran, He.could not quite understand the secretary's contention that it was

impossible to reduce Parts I and III of the budget since a comparison between

the figures recommended in document A3/Prog/19 and those quoted in Official

Records No. 23 already showed such a reduction.

The. SECRETARY said that it was important not to confuse the budget ceiling

of $7,300,000 and the practical ceiling of $6,300,000, He had consistently

stated that if the same level of expenditure were maintained in 1951, the cost

of Part III of the budget, under the expenditure ceiling of $6,300,000 would be

approximately $1,030,000 and under the budget ceiling of $7,300,000 it would

cost X1,133,000.

The delegate of Iran had suggested reducing Part I of the budget. It was

not clear whether he had in mind a reduction under the $7,300,000 ceiling or the

$6,300,000 ceiling but in either case Part I could not be reduced to any appreciable

extent without limitation of meetings, As this was not within the Director.,

General's power, it would be for the committee to recommend which meetings should

be eliminated if it were decided to recommend reductions in Part I,
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Mr, HILL (Australia) asked why the level of expenditure of $1,030,000 for

1951 under the $6,300,000 ceiling was nigher than the corresponding figure for

1 May 1950,

The SECRETARY said that he had already referred to the additional expense

in 1951 in respect of home leave; there would also be a number of'people on

the full years pay -roll who had not been with the Organization for the whole

of 1950.

The CHAIRMAN asked the committee to come to a decision -first on the

appropriation resolution and then on the recommendations for the guidance of

the Executive Board,

Decision: The appropriation resolution, with the insertion of the
figures recommended on page 5 of document A3 /Prog /19 was adopted
without further comment.,

Mr. BRADY (Ireland) asked for an assurance that the adoption of the

appropriation resolution would not preclude alteration of any of the figures

should the Committee on Programme insist on the necessity for holding the

International Sanitary Convention previously referred to.

The SECRETARY said that in the absence of any decision from the Committee

on Programme it had not been possible to allow for this in the appropriation

resolution, The amount involved,wae $21,000; as it had been agreed that

$4,000 could be saved on the Assembly;' an'amount of $17,000 had'had to be

found
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In reply to Dr. BJ' RNSSON (Norway) who asked whether this-could be met by

reducing the duration of the Assembly, the S, U.ETh.?.1: said that since the

Assembly costti500 a day.a curtailment of two days would meet the case. He did

not, however, recommend this solution.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that since the ap ropriation resolution had been

adopted, the drafting committee might now be asked to prepare recommendations

for the consideration of the committee.

Procedure for the Examination of the Programme and Budget

Mr. BRADY (Ireland) read the following resolution which had been prepared

by his delegation in co- operation with the c.elegates of Australia, Belgium

and the United States of Americe.c.

The Third World Health Assembly,

Having reviewed the procedure adopted for the consideration of the
programme and budget for 1951 in the light of the experience gained at
that Assembly,

REQUESTS the Executive Board to take note of the decision of the
Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters on this subject
and to put forward to the Fourth World Health Assembly proposals for
an improved procedure bearing in mind in particular the views expressed
in the committee as to -the desirability of establishing suitable
machinery during the early part of the Assembly for

1; Detailed examination of the programme and budget in respect
of any rangements to be made for review of particular financial .

aspects of the programme and budget and the total amount
established arid

2. Adequate consideration of legal and administrative questions.

Mr. DL IN (New Zealand) withdrew his resolution of the previous day in

support of that proposed by the delegate cf Ireland,,
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Decisions The resolution submitted by the delegates of Ireland,
Australia, Belgium and the United States of America was adopted.

Reimbursement by UNICEF to WHO for services beyond the limitation of its
available resources (Document A3/87)

It was agreed to postpone this item until the representative of UNICEF

could be present.

Technical Assistance Resolution (Document .:3 /L FL /25)

The SECRETARY introduced the proposal on page 2 of document A3 /AFL /25

which he had prepared at the committee is request.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that that would go forward as the committee 1s

recommendation to the joint meeting 'of the Committees on Programme and

Administration and Finance, and not to the Assembly.

Dr. HYDE (United States of America) said that the position was still not

clear on the two programmes in question. If the Committee on Programme

decided to adopt one programme of technical assistance, that in Official

Records No. 23, it was necessary to dispose of the programme in Official

Records No. 18. He proposed the amendment of the proposal to include the

words : "replacing the supplemental operating programme adopted by the

Second World Health Assembly and to be considered a revision thereof."

Mr. HILL (Australia) supported the amendment.
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The SECRETARY had hoped that the resolution had made this problem quite

clear. Since the supplemental programme had been accepted by the Economic and

Social Council as WHO's contribution to technical assistance, it could not be

suppressed. He therefore proposed that the programme adopted by the Committee

on Programme (Official Records No. 23) should be amended to include those items

which appeared in Official hecords No. 18 but not in No. 23.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) said the committee must decide either to

adopt the resolution in document k3 /AFL /25 as it stood, or accept the amendment

of the United States delegation, and to carry out the revisions suggested by the

Secretary. To avoid this work, he supported the former choice,

It to discussion until

The meeting rose at 1 o'clock


